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INTRODUCTION

Electrochemical response of the electrochemical interface contains valuable infor-
mation on charge transfer, adsorption, desorption, surface reactions and the space

charge and diffusion layers in the electrode and solution. A great number of tech-

niques has been developed to acquire and analyse electrochemical response and its

time-frequency-potential variance [1–3]. Exploration of the time-frequency-potential

relationship of an electrochemical system with common techniques is lengthy and la-

borious, moreover the successive application of several techniques for versatile char-

acterisation of short-lived states is generally impossible. However, with the progress

of digital techniques the integration of different probing procedures in a single elec-

trochemical experiment becomes increasingly possible [4–8].

Personal computers have been long used in electrochemical laboratories, but

ordinary computerisation just automated the common electrochemical equipment.

With increasing power of computers and programming facilities a new generation

of the electrochemical digital techniques evolve. The new digital instrumentation

explores the transfer functions evolution in both potential and time with extensi-

ve usage of virtual instruments that impart more power and flexibility to the pro-

bing procedures and analysis of the response. Transfer function analysis has pro-

ved to be efficient in many fields of science and engineering [9], however the usa-

ge of digital signal processing in electrochemistry is not thus straightforward as

in electronic or optical applications. The problems originate from nonlinearity

and non-stationarity of most electrochemical systems. The electrochemical res-

ponses may often be assumed to be linear functions of driving force in ac experi-

ments involving single frequencies and small amplitudes, e.g. in conventional

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy that takes the transfer function snaps-

hots at certain well-defined states of the system (usually stationary, constant po-

tential states). The situation becomes more complex with the superposition of

many frequencies in non-stationary systems.

One method that has been widely advocated is the Fourier analysis of time-va-

rying systems [4, 5, 10, 11]. However, despite its ability to probe ac and dc pro-

perties rapidly and near-simultaneously, this approach has not replaced much slo-

wer and independent ac and dc voltammetry. In our opinion the main reason for

this is the lack of additivity of multi-frequency electrochemical signals used in

Fourier transform techniques. There are several reasons for signal degradation in
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the multi-frequency probing. First, the responses in different frequencies may

differ in orders of magnitude, so the conditions for the detection and analysis are

also different for various signal components. Small non-linear perturbations of

powerful components, unimportant in the single-frequency probing, may jam

low-level components in the multi-frequency signal. Second, the possible electroc-
hemical system non-stationarity and multi-stability in the potential scan, that

will be discussed later, introduces the possibility of inter-frequency interactions.

The investigation of the electrode surface by the electrochemical probing in its

complexity resembles the observation of the Earth surface from satellite through

dusty atmosphere. In both cases the counters of the object under investigation are

not observable directly and strenuous effort is required to recognise them in the

response.

The development of digital electrochemical techniques in Belarusian State

University was reviewed by 2001 in [6]. In this review we shall consider the latest

developments in the potentiodynamic electrochemical impedance spectroscopy

(PDEIS) – the new digital technique that provides simultaneous ac and dc probing

of electrochemical systems and the analysis of the responses just in the potential

scan.

PDEIS uses wavelets in the time domain, rather than multi-frequency analysis

in the frequency domain, to explore the time-frequency-potential relationship of

an electrochemical system [6–8, 12]. This helps to minimise inter-process pertur-

bations in systems exhibiting non-stationarity and insures low-level detection in

presence of noise. Moreover, the response analysis is implemented in PDEIS along

the trajectory of the potential scan, so in a simple experiment the investigator

gets the potentiodynamic voltammogram, plus the Nyquist and Bode plots exten-

ded to 3D as a function of potential. Individual Nyquist and Bode plots may there-

fore readily be extracted from the 3D plots as orthogonal sections and decomposed

by a built-in equivalent circuit analyser into the constituent responses of the cir-

cuit elements, analogous to conventional ac impedance measurements [7]. This is

especially useful in the investigation of short-lived states.

The basics of PDEIS have been described in [7]. We shall not replicate here the

information from [7], as its electronic version is posted on Chemweb.

First some data on PDEIS application to stationary reversible systems will be

considered on the example of [Fe(CN)6]
3–/[Fe(CN)6]

4– redox system analysis. Then

we will proceed with non-stationary systems, using underpotential metal mono-

layers deposition for the illustration and, finally, show how PDEIS can be applied

in the investigation of more complex nanophases on the example of a hydrated

nickel oxide ultra-thin film on nickel.

1. PDEIS OF STATIONARY SYSTEMS

Though the main destination of PDEIS is rapid exploration of non-stationary

electrochemical systems, its application in stationary system analysis is also ad-

vantageous.

The usual sequence of operations in PDEIS investigation of an electrochemical

system comprises automated probing of ac and dc responses in the potential scan

in the experiment similar to the acquisition of a potentiodynamic voltammogram,
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the fitting of the PDEIS spectrum to equivalent electric circuits (EEC) with the

analyser built into the program of the virtual spectrometer and, finally, the ana-

lysis of the EEC parameters on the potential scale.

We’ll begin the demonstration of PDEIS operation from the simplest object - a

dummy cell composed of several active and reactive elements. This is just to show

the adequacy of the physical quantities obtained at the output.

Fig. 1 shows the PDEIS spectrum of a sample circuit. The parameters obtained

(R – resistance, C – capacitance) conform to the actual circuit used in this test.

Running a spectrometer program on template circuits is a simple and fast operati-

on test for the probing and analysis routines.
Unlike the capacitors and resistors that do not vary with the potential, the

electrochemical system parameters are the functions of the potential. For the sta-
tionary systems the theory is well developed [13], so the analysis of the PDEIS
spectra of stationary systems on the potential scale provides easy determination
of physical quantities involved in the equations of the electrochemical kinetics,

e.g. diffusion coefficient D can be calculated from Warburg constant dependence

on potential E:

�( ) cosh ( )/E
RT

n F A Dc

nF

RT
E E

i

4

2 22 2

2

1 2 (1)

where A – surface area, ci – bulk concentration of the electroactive component i in

the solution, the other symbols have their usual meaning.

Similarly, using the same equation, an electrode surface A can be accurately

determined from the spectrum of a known system.
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Fig. 2 shows a view of the PDEIS spectrometer screen in the first stage of

[Fe(CN)6]
3–/[Fe(CN)6]

4– system analysis. Though a tremendous number of measu-

rements and computation is involved in this simple experiment, all the work is

done in the background by a computer. For the investigator a PDEIS spectrum ac-

quisition is no more complex than recording a cyclic voltammogram.

Three graphs on the right in Fig. 2 are the constant potential sections of the

PDEIS spectrum, shown in the form of Nyquist and Bode plots. The information in

these graphs is dynamically renewed during the potential scan. The 3D spectrum on

the left accumulates the information on impedance spectra dependence on the poten-

tial. The 3D spectrum can be viewed from different perspectives in three coordinate

systems corresponding to the Nyquist and Bode plots coordinates with the additional

variable E – electrode potential (in all examples in this paper E was measured vs

Ag|AgCl|KClsat). PDEIS spectrum is a portrait of the electrochemical system ac and

dc response. It represents the transfer function in a limited range of frequencies.

The frequency range used in the impedance analysis needs some clarification.

Conventional impedance spectroscopy of stationary states works over a wide rage

of frequencies from a millihertz to a megahertz. Impedance analysis in the wide

frequency range is intended to insure that none of the EEC elements is lost. Howe-

ver, the potentiostatic impedance spectra are often ambiguous even in the wide

range of frequencies. To minimise the ambiguity Kramers-Kronig analysis is usu-

ally applied to check the consistency of impedance data [14–19].
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scanning of glassy carbon electrode in 5.2 mM K3[Fe(CN)6] + 1M ÊÑl



PDEIS treats this problem from a different perspective. The goal of the EEC ana-

lysis in PDEIS is the decomposition of the response into the constituents related

with different processes represented by different elements in EEC. To achieve this

goal, even a fraction of the impedance spectrum is sufficient, provided it contains

the responses of the elements in question. The ambiguities of conventional equiva-

lent circuits, deduced at single potentials, are substantially removed by PDEIS, as

the potential dependence of the circuit parameters gives additional physical insight

that in turn restricts the choice of equivalent circuits over several hundred mV. The

additional variable provides a more efficient removal of EEC ambiguity than a simp-

le extension of the frequency range. The analysis from fifteen to thirty frequencies,

depending on the complexity of the EEC, usually appears to be sufficient to decom-

pose the response into constituents related to different EEC elements.

Fig.3a shows the EEC deduced from the data represented by Fig. 2. This cir-

cuit is a variant of Randles EEC with the double layer capacitance represented by

a constant phase element (CPE). The impedance of CPE Zcpe is very similar to the

impedance of the capacitor in complex impedance notation:

Zcpe=Q–1(j�)–n (2)

The exponent n in (2) is fractional and for the circuit shown in Fig. 3a is usual-

ly close to 1, so the parameter Q is treated as a pseudocapacitance that behaves si-

milar to the capacitance but gives a phase shift slightly less than �/2 radians.

The branch of the EEC connected in parallel with CPE is the Faraday impedan-

ce. In this example it consists of a charge transfer resistance Rct and Warburg im-

pedance Zw (impedance of the diffusion), the latter has the following frequency

dependence in complex impedance notation:

Zw= �/(j�)0.5 (3)

where � is the Warburg constant that has been already represented by its depen-

dence on the potential in the equation (1).
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Fig. 3b shows the plots of experimental �(E) data in cyclic scans at different

scan rates for glassy carbon electrode in 5.2 mM K3[Fe(CN)6] + 1M ÊÑl and the

corresponding calculated curve. The independence of the data on the scan rate and

their fit to the theory both in the catodic and anodic scan result from the reversi-
bility of K3[Fe(CN)6]/K4[Fe(CN)6] system.

3. UPD INVESTIGATION WITH PDEIS

A quite different case is represented by the electrochemical formation of sur-
face adsorption structures and monolayers deposited by cathodic reduction of me-
tal ions above Nernst potential (the letter process is called underpotential deposi-
tion, or UPD [20, 21]). The importance of PDEIS for this kind of objects can be il-
lustrated by the analogy on the comparison of potentiodynamic and potentiostatic

voltammetry. Suppose, one investigates UPD with cyclic voltammetry and gradu-
ally decreases the scan rate approximating the stationary case. (S)he would get in-
formative cathodic and anodic peaks at moderate scan rates but at very low scan

rates the voltammogram degenerates into a trivial zero line that gives no informa-

tion on the UPD. The same is with the potentiodynamic and potentiostatic impe-

dance measurements. The potentiostatic impedance measurement can detect the

monolayer, formed as the result of UPD, but cannot characterise the UPD itself

with its intrinsic complexity.

We shall present several examples to illustrate this new physical insight on the

surface reactions provided by PDEIS. Let us first consider copper monolayer forma-

tion on polycrystalline gold, omitting the experimental details described in [8].

Fig. 4 shows PDEIS spectra of Cu UPD on Au (Figs 4a and 4b), along with cyc-

lic voltammograms (Fig. 4c), and Fig. 5 – the EEC deduced from the spectra

shown in Fig. 4 and similar spectra with sulphate substituted by nitrate in the so-

lution (Fig. 5a), with the dependences of the EEC parameters on the potential in

the cyclic potential scan (Figs 5b–5f).
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Unlike the PDEIS spectra, discussed in the previous section, the PDEIS spect-
ra in the latter case disclose the differences in the electrode state in the cathodic
and anodic scans, showing intrinsic irreversibility and non-stationarity of the un-
derlying processes and also the differences in the behaviour of different anions in
the UPD. Anion effects in Cu UPD on Au have been observed in earlier investiga-
tions [20], but stationary techniques fail to characterise the dynamics of anion
co-adsorption in UPD and, also, the potentiodynamic voltammetry gives only a
small part of the electrochemical response and misses completely the differences
in Cu UPD with different anions (Fig. 4c).

The branch of the circuit with the elements labelled with subscript c may be

ascribed to Cu UPD, as the capacitance Cc is the highest of the three capacitances
in Fig. 5a and shows the closest correlation with the voltammogram. By contrast,

the capacitance Ca shows just a small peak at the current maximum on the reverse

scan in sulphate, and the main Ca peaks are shifted to more positive potentials.

The Cc peak is lower on the cathodic scan than on the anodic scan, while the Ca

peak, by contrast, is lower on the anodic scan. The inverse of Ra correlates well

with Ca, and both show a positive shift in nitrate. The double layer capacitance re-
veals the effect of the anions and shows how this can vary with potential.

The equivalent circuit branch having elements marked with the subscript a be-

longs to the anion adsorption that is known to accompany Cu upd on Au [20]. Fig.

5 tells us much about the anion effect. First, comparison of the data from Figs 5d

and 5e with the voltammograms in Fig. 4c makes clear that the coordination of

the anions by the adatoms starts in the cathodic scan at approx. 450 mV, long be-

fore the rise in the cathodic current. Second, the effect of nitrate fades out before

the UPD current maximum, while the sulphate effect persists much longer.

Third, the reverse scan in the sulphate solution shows two anion desorption pro-
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cesses. The first one is near the current maximum and the second one is in the fi-
nal stage of the monolayer anodic oxidation process.

The significant increase in the Cc capacitance and its complex dependence on

the potential on the reverse (anodic) scan uncover the intrinsic irreversibility of

the process. Surprisingly, the discharge of the capacitance Cc on the anodic scan

requires more charge than that injected on the cathodic scan (Fig. 5b). A clue to

this puzzle lies in the charging and discharging of the anion adsorption pseudoca-

pacitance Ca (Fig. 5d). Evidently the forward and backward charge transfer pro-
cesses take place on different structures formed by Cu atoms with the surroun-
dings. Unfortunately, the nature of these structures is unclear [20] and further

work is required to elucidate them.

As an illustration of the possibilities for the quantitative analysis of the cons-
tituent responses provided by PDEIS, Fig. 6 shows the cathodic curves from Fig.

5d together with the simulated curves obtained assuming a Langmuir adsorption

isotherm for anions. The model also assumes one-electron transfer with a transfer

coefficient of 0.5. With these assumptions, the dependences of the adsorption pse-
udocapacitance and pseudoresistance on the potential can be represented as [22]:

Ca = Fqa/4RTcosh2(0.5F�/RT) (4)

Ra

1 = F2k0/2RTcosh(0.5F�/RT) (5)

where qa is the charge of the maximum surface coverage by the adsorbate, � is the

overpotential, and k0 is the standard rate constant. The other symbols have their

usual meaning. According to the equations (4-5) Ca and Ra
-1 are both the functions

of overpotential with maxima at � = 0. In the early stages of nitrate and sulphate

adsorption the Ca(E) plots fit this model quite well (Fig. 6), thus revealing that

adsorption is initially reversible. However, below 0.3 V the experimental values

diverge considerably from the model thus disclosing a more complex character of

anion adsorption in the next stage of the monolayer growth.
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Fig. 7 shows one more example of UPD on Au [23]. In this case (Te UPD on
Au) the irreversibility of the underlying processes is obvious even from the vol-
tammogram that gives more than 250 mV difference for the cathodic and anodic
peaks. The potentiodynamic impedance analysis discloses a considerable hystere-
sis in the cyclic variation of the double layer pseudocapacitance (Fig. 7e). The mo-
nolayer deposition decreases the initially high double layer capacitance of Au sur-
face, while the subsequent stripping of the monolayer in the anodic scan increases
the capacitance. Again, interesting features unobservable with cyclic voltammet-
ry emerge from the impedance analysis on the potential scale. In the anodic scan
in the potential range below the monolayer oxidation potential the double layer
capacitance increases gradually, due to reorganisation in the double electric layer
formed on Te monolayer but in the very beginning of the monolayer anodic oxida-
tion the adsorption structures that prevented the monolayer from destruction col-
lapse resulting in a decrease in the capacitance just before its rise in the anodic re-
action.

Fig. 8 shows a somewhat different behaviour of the double layer capacitance

in Bi UPD on Pt [23]. Bismuth ions adsorb strongly on platinum, so the whole

Q(E) curve is lifted considerably compared to Q(E) for the bare platinum surface

in nitric acid. A series of transformations in the double layer in the UPD range is
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disclosed by the potentiodynamic impedance analysis and, again, the cyclic vol-

tammetry overlooks these changes.

Fig. 9a illustrates the other kind of cyclic changes in the double layer capaci-

tance by Pb UPD on tellurium. The latter system has been investigated in collabo-

ration with E.A.Streltsov and N.P.Osipovich [24,25].

The original double layer capacitance on tellurium surface is much lower than

the capacitance of a new double electric layer emerging during Pb monolayer de-

position. So various effects in the UPD could be easily observed through the chan-

ges of the double layer capacitance. Fig.9a shows the effect of halides (chloride,
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bromide and iodide) and Fig. 9b gives for the reference Te double layer capacitan-
ce dependence on the potential in absence of lead with the same halides. A strong

effect of iodide was observed both for the double layer on Te surface and on Pb

monolayer with a lot of additional fine effects that were beyond the scope of the

potentiodynamic voltammetry and impedance spectroscopy of stationary states.

We would like to note that in the case of Pb UPD on Te potentiostatic impedance

measurements were unavailing because of Pb monolayer interaction with Te subs-
trate in the time scale of common impedance spectroscopy. PDEIS resolved this

problem by the potential cyclic scanning fast enough to prevent the monolayer

from the subsequent spontaneous reaction.

3. NANOPHASES INVESTIGATION WITH PDEIS

Simultaneous monitoring and analysis of dc and ac responses with PDEIS are

also helpful in the investigation of deeper chemical transformations on the inter-
face following the adsorption effects and the monolayer formation. By conside-

ring the out-of-phase response component PDEIS gives a three-dimensional view

to a common potentiodynamic voltammetry that detects just the in-phase response

of the electrochemical system. Some examples are: a new phase growth monito-

ring by the increase in the double layer capacitance that results from the increase

in electrode surface area, detection of the unusual catalytic activity of nanopar-

ticles [7], monitoring of nanoparticles oxidation by the decrease in both the real

and imaginary impedance components [7, 25].

The following example illustrates the PDEIS application for the monitoring of

electrochemically stimulated changes in ultrathin oxide films.

Fig. 10a shows the best fit EEC for Ni electrode pretreated with concentrated

HCl and cycled afterwards in 1.0 M NaOH between –200 mV and –900 mV, and

Fig. 10b – the corresponding variation of the double layer pseudocapacitance Qdl

with the potential. Qdl exhibits an increase on the reverse (anodic) scan for the

electrode scanned below –700 mV. The effect of the cathodic treatment is presen-

ted in more detail in Fig. 11 that shows the variation with the potential of EEC
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elements in the anodic scan at different holding time at -900 mV. With the increa-

se in the time of a hydrated oxide film reduction the extrema in Qdl and Rc develop

at approx. –750 mV, while Ra attains the minimum at approx. –650 mV. The mini-

ma in Rc and Ra have been assigned to the formation of, correspondigly, �–Ni(OH)2
and its subsequent dehydration to 	–Ni(OH)2 at a higher potential. The assign-

ment of the effects to the transformations involving �–Ni(OH)2 and 	–Ni(OH)2
conforms with the earlier [26, 27] reported effect of the potential on the stability

of different hydroxide forms on nickel. In this example Rc behaves as charge tran-

sfer resistance and Ra – as the active component of the sequentially connected ad-

sorption psedoresistance.

CONCLUSION

PDEIS appears to be a powerful, fast and easy to use tool for the investigation

of a wide range of phenomena on the electrochemical interfaces, from adsorption

and electrochemical reactions to the transformations in nanophases.
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Fig. 11. Nickel electrode in 1M NaOH at different duration of pretreatment at -900 mV.

Variation of EEC parameters in the anodic scan; dE/dt=0.6 mV/s
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